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Even when I’m pretty content with my skincare routine, I can’t help but wonder if there’s 

something better out there… which leads to testing more products than my bathroom counter 

can handle. In an effort to try to streamline my routine a bit, I decided to try try Kari Gran’s 3 

Step System after hearing great things about it from Elizabeth and Megan. And to be honest, 

because I thought the bottles would look really chic on my vanity (and they do)! 

There’s a convenient starter kit that contains enough of the cleansing oil, hydrating tonic and 

essential serum to last a couple of weeks. The cleansing oil (composed of sunflower, avocado, 

castor seed, lavender and vitamin E oils) smells nice and is a great makeup remover – I’ve been 

applying the recommended 8-10 pumps into my palm and then massaging onto my face. I found 

that I really have to wipe it off with a warm washcloth (unlike my favorite cleansing oilwhich 
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basically just washes off when you splash your face with water) – with this oil, I have to scrub at 

my eyes a little more than I prefer, but it does remove waterproof eye makeup without having to 

use a separate product. I’m used to double cleansing so I feel like I still want to follow-up with a 

separate cleanser to really feel clean, but for someone looking to just use one cleansing product 

this oil will do the trick. 

The hydrating tonic is the first product I ran out of – probably because I couldn’t stop spraying 

it! The rose scent is so refreshing and the mist feels light but moisturizing. It’s perfect for 

prepping skin for the essential serum – which I LOVE. Serums/oils are probably my favorite 

skincare products because I’m somewhat of a moisturizer addict and there’s nothing more 

effective than oil for soft, glowing skin. This serum contains some of my favorite oils including 

camellia, rosehip, jojoba, jasmine, frankincense and ylang ylang and smells amazing (lightly 

herbal with just enough sweetness for balance).  The serum absorbs quickly – I use 1 pump for 

daytime and 2 pumps at night and feel moisturized but not greasy.  For what it’s worth, my 

husband used it while we were out of town this past weekend and loved it too – and he’s pickier 

about skincare scents. 

Overall I’m glad I tried the Kari Gran 3 Step System and would repurchase the hydrating tonic 

and essential serum again. If you’re curious, I’d definitely recommend trying the starter kit – it’s 

a great way to try the products before committing to full sizes and it’s perfect for travel too! 

Have you tried anything from Kari Gran? 
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